Introduction and results
Trying to obtain reasonable upper bound for total chromatic number Q(G) of multigraphs G with given maximal degree A(G), Vizing [ll- 121 introduced the concept of list colouring (prescribed colouring in his terms). He also posed the following.
Conjecture 1. The list edge chromatic number lee of any graph G does not exceed A(G) + 1.
Conjecture 2. The list edge chromatic number of any multigraph is equal to its edge chromatic number (i.e. chromatic index).
Notation
The girth g(G) of the graph G is, as usual, the length of its shortest cycle. For any v E V(G) we let N,(V) := {w E V(G) ( (v, w) E E(G)}.
The line graph L(G) of the graph G is that whose vertices are the edges of G and two vertices of L(G) are adjacent iff the correspondent edges of G have an end vertex in common.
The vertex of the graph L(G) corresponding to the edge (a, b) E E(G) will sometimes be denoted by (a, b). The set NLcG)( (a, b)) is splitted in a natural way into two cliques: C(a, b) which contains all the vertices by a colour f(v) E Q(V) (in this situation we will say that f is compatible with @). It is known ( [4, 12] ) that there exist bipartite graphs with arbitrary large list chromatic number.
The list edge chromatic number leX(G) is defined analogously. We can also say that leX(G) is the list chromatic number of the line graph L(G).
Call the walk (nl, n2, . . . , v,) of the graph L flexible if (vi, v~+~) $ E(L) for any 1 s i s t -i. We mean that no edge is used in a walk more than once. Proof. Let (vl,. . . , v,) be the shortest walk in L which satisfies the conditions of Lemma. Then the subgraph of L induced by the vertex set (v,, . . . , v,) should be a cycle. Since (vl, v3) $ E(L), we have t Z= 4. In this case the spanning subgraph of G generated by the edges corresponding to the vertices vl, . . . , v, also has to be a cycle. 0
Now, suppose that the Theorem 1 is not true. Then there exists a counter example G, minimal with respect to the number of edges. Let the maximal degree of G be equal to A and the set @ of (A + 1)-element lists for edges of G be such that there is no proper colouring of E(G) compatible with @. Consider L = L(G) and some vertex v0 = (a,, b,) E V(L). Due to the minimality of G, there is a colouring f of V(L) \ {v,} = E(G) \ {(a", b,,)} compatible with Qi.
In the next section we will construct a subset r of V(L) U E(L). This set will play the main role in proving our Theorem.
The edges of r will be directed, some of them in both directions.
While constructing r, the arcs and vertices belonging to r will be called r-arcs and r-vertices, respectively. At the Step i of the construction we shall define r-arcs and r-vertices of level i. It will be shown that either we can colour V(L) properly or r increases unboundedly, a contradiction to the finiteness of r. Roughly, the existence of a r-arc (v, U) will show the possibility to recolour v in the colour of U, if we could recolour u in another colour . Step k (k > 1).
(k 1). If there exists any (k -1)-free r-vertex, then the construction terminates. It also terminates if there are no r,-arcs of level k -1. In all other cases go to (k 2).
(k 2). For every ordered pair (v, W) of vertices, where v (ZV,) is a r-vertex and w E Ok(v), we direct the edge (v, W) towards W. Call all these arcs the r-arcs of level k. Go to (k 3).
Remark. It may happen that some edges generate r-arcs in both directions. (k 3).
Here we will determine for every r-arc of level k whether it is a r,-arc or else a &arc. Let
Consider an arbitrary r-arc (vl of level k. Let f(v) = (Y, f(w) = /3. Suppose, for some s 2 2 there exists a directed path (2) Then we call (vl a &arc of level k and put P(u, W) = U. If there are several such U'S, then select any of them as 9(v, w).
If there are no such paths as described above we call <vl a G-arc of level k. After having every r-arc of level k checked go to (k 4).
(k 4). A vertex u E V(L)
will be called a r-vertex of level k if there is a G-arc entering v but there are no such G-arcs of level less than k. Go to (k 5).
(k 5). For a r-vertex w we denote Tk(w) := {u E V(L) ) <u, is a q-arc of level at most k}. Go to (k 6).
(k 6). Call a r-vertex r~ (fq,) k-free if
Let us recall that, due to (k l), if there is at least one k-free r-vertex then the construction terminates at the Step k + 1.
Go to (k 7). By r we will denote the set consisting of all the r-arcs and Z-vertexs.
Properties of r
At first we remark that the number of steps is finite. Indeed, by (k 7) and (k 8), for any Z-vertex v (ZV,) and any k #j we have O,(v) fl Oj(V) = 0. So, any edge of the graph L can generate at most two r-arcs. Consequently, by (k l), the construction lasts no more than 2 IE(L)J + 1 steps. We will assume below that the construction terminated on the Step s + 1 and hence the maximal level of Z-arcs is s.
The levels of the Z-vertex ZJ and the Z-arc m will be denoted by Y(V) and Y(v, w), respectively. 
k -t s i s k -1); (b) if vi = (ai, bi) (k -t s i s k), then Ui+l = bi (k -t =S i s k -1) and ai # ai+z (k -t s i s k -2).
Due to Claim 5, there exists vk__r__l l C(ak_l, bk_,) such that (Vk-,-_l, uk_r) is a G-arc of level k-t.
Since vk__r__l E C(a&,, bk_,), we may assume 
(4 Cvi+l, vi) isarI-arcoflevefY(v,,v,)+l-i(lSiSt); (b) Y(vz, VI)+ s Y(v,+1) + q -1; (c) if (v,, vI) is a G-arc, then Y(v,, v,) s Y(v,+,) + q ~ 2.
Proof. Let Y(v,, vr) = k and t > 2. According to (k 7), to have v1 E Qk(vz) it is necessary that v3e Tk_,(vz).
If v3E Tk--2(v2), then VIE Qk-,(vz). So, v3 E Tk_,(v,)\Tk_,(v,).
It means that (v3, v2) is a G-arc of level k -1. Analogously we obtain that (a) is true for any 2 < i < t. 
Set mi := 0 for i G 0. Suppose that k is the smallest positive integer for which (9) is not proved. Due to (8 
